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A Liquid Future is a member of the Australian Council for International Development, the ACFID, and is a 
signatory to the ACFID Code of Conduct. The Code requires members to meet high standards of corporate 
governance, public accountability and financial management.  

The financial statements included in this report have been prepared in accordance with the Code of 
Conduct standards for financial reporting.  

Complaints relating to alleged breaches of the Code of Conduct by any signatory agency can be made by 
a member of the public to the ACFID Code of Conduct Committee. 

For more information about the ACFID Code of Conduct and the compliance commitments that A Liquid 
Future adheres to or to lodge a comment, complaint or to leave a compliment about A Liquid Future please 
go to:  
www.acfid.asn.au / Email: code@acfid.asn.au / Tel: (+612) 6285 1816 

Further information on A Liquid Future: 
www.aliquidfuture.org / Email: info@aliquidfuture.org / Tel: (+61) 450496735 

 

 

 
 

 
 
 
  



 

What are we trying to do? 

We use surfing, surf tourism and creative education programmes to build resilient communities, protect 
marine ecosystems and address climate change and inequity. We apply this in a relatable and effective 
way in some of the remotest corners of our planet. 

Our Mission: Enable the sustainable development of remote surfing communities with equitable 
community benefits and the protection of marine ecosystems. 

Our Vision:  Eradication of poverty and protection of marine ecosystems across remote surfing 
communities worldwide. 

Our Values: relatable, accessible, emotive, self-confident, inclusive, curious.  

 

How do we achieve our goal? 

Surf breaks are a renewable resource that hold great potential for communities to improve their socio-
economic reality and regenerate the marine ecosystem they rely heavily upon, if managed properly. 

With over 1000 surf breaks in Indonesia, significant opportunity exists for local communities to develop 
them as a nature-based solution of scale to provide sustainable livelihoods and address climate change.  

Using the passion local communities have for surfing and the chance of a better life they associate with 
surf tourism, gives us a real opportunity to tap into and support primary stakeholders’ enthusiasm and 
willing engagement for the long term. 

Specifically: 

➢ With a clear focus on women and youth. 
➢ Through access to relatable and creative education programmes co-designed with local 

communities. 
➢ By providing the right resources where there is a scarcity. 
➢ By working with local schools, universities, and governments. 
➢ Through establishing local teams, led by women. 
➢ By setting up home bases that communities identify as theirs. 
➢ Through the inclusion of our programmes into school curriculums. 
➢ By training local educators to lead programmes. 



 

➢ By former students becoming project leaders and co-designers, ensuring local ownership, 
sustainability and ever-evolving projects that meet needs. 

➢ By engaging with and developing a cross-sector network, both in Indonesia and Australia to 
support our programmes. 

➢ By having strong local partners such as the Asian Surfing Cooperative.  
➢ By collaborating with local and international NGOs to scale impact. 

 

Our Projects 

Surf Club Hubs 

We set up Surf Club Hubs with local communities. These are home bases. They are a focal point for youth 
and girls, providing an invaluable sense of belonging and identity. We run collaborative projects and 
initiatives from them, and they facilitate strong primary stakeholder support.  

They enable us to:  

• Protect surf breaks 

• Set up conservation initiatives 

• Run education programmes 

• Engage primary stakeholders across sectors  

• Run collaborative projects 

• Set up entrepreneurial initiatives 

 

Our Future Waves - Surf Resource Education 

It brings programmes in Reef and Coastline Health and Surveys; Water Safety; English; and The Girls Group 
to surf clubs across Indonesia. The purpose of the program is to align the development of surfing and surf 
tourism with the values of sustainability, marine protection, gender equity, preservation of cultural identity 
and socio- economic benefit for local communities. 

 



 

Surfer Scientists 

This initiative provides technical training and science education to local communities. This is undertaken 
simultaneously with data collection required to assess the health of the marine environment which is 
shared on a central data base. It upskills communities, bringing modernisation through use of digital 
resources, and broadens the use of science. 

 

Why are we doing this? 

Many remote Indonesian islands are being opened for rapid marine tourism development by the 
Indonesian national government. 

Many of these remote islands are in some of the most marine biodiverse zones of our planet, alongside 
highest priority protection areas for carbon sequestration, with local communities some of the most 
impoverished in Indonesia. 

Education standards in Indonesia are amongst the lowest in the world according to the latest OECD report 
of 2019. Seventy percent of Indonesia’s population will be of working age by 2030, with its economy 
projected to be the fourth largest in the world by 2050. (Pre COVID figures). 

Local regency governments are young and inexperienced, ill-equipped to meet needs.  

Ending inequity, educating girls, protecting areas of high biodiversity on land and in the sea, and carbon 
sequestration are some of the most cost-effective solutions to combating climate change according to the 
latest global research.  

Surfing is a culturally relevant, inclusive and accessible sport that communities are passionate about and 
they see surf tourism as a way out of the poverty cycle. It is a combination of these two factors that makes 
our approach impactful. What you are passionate about you commit to and if it stands to provide a better 
life for you and your family as well it is a double win situation.  

 

  



 

Key Achievements 

Opening of the two government-funded surf centres in Morotai at Livao and on Pulau Rao providing a 
home for the two respective surf clubs, surf equipment, training sessions and meetings with other surf 
clubs. The result: increased number of youths, especially girls engaged with surfing and the ocean, 
progression of skills and ability in surfing, greater interaction with surfers from neighbouring villages. 
Regency Morotai government supporting the development of surfing and local surfers.  

Follow-up Surf Training Camp run by Dede Suryana and sponsored by the Morotai government for youth 
and young adults of Bido and Buho Buho in Morotai with 5 of the adults attaining their Surf Guide 
qualification enabling them to work as surf guides.  

Surf and girls’ empowerment workshop with Salini Rengganis, one of Indonesia’s top girl surfers for local 
boy and girl surfers at Bido in Morotai, also featured on Indonesia’s TV One Travel Programme Persona 
Nusantara. The result: more girls engaged in surfing in Bido and the surrounding villages, increased 
visibility of surfers in Morotai, broadening of horizons and increasing gender equity of local surfers by 
meeting an Indonesian professional female surfer.  

Pilot trial of benthic reef sampling protocol to collect data on Morotai‘s coral reef surf breaks. Locals gained 
skills in how to carry out this scientific process and the understood reasons and benefits environmentally, 
health and safety wise, and economically for preserving their reefs. Decrease in damaging actions to coral 
reefs.  

Launch of Our Future Waves – Surf Resource Education Project with partner the Asian Surfing Cooperative 
sponsored by the U.S. Embassy, Jakarta. 

Implementation of Our Future Waves – Surf Resource Education Project in Mentawai and Java locations 
reaching 250 youth and adults with Reef and Coastline Health and Surveys; Water Safety; English; and The 
Girls Group. Trained 4 local educators to be able to teach these skills.   

Volunteer project with partner the Asian Surfing Cooperative and two female sustainable tourism students 
from the Excelia Group University La Rochelle in France.  The two students presented their findings from 
an eight-week internship following local surfing competitions across three locations in Indonesia at their 
university.  This was the first case study by any students on the course on sustainable tourism in a 
developing country. This increased the knowledge base of students at the university and made course 
instructors aware of the need to include developing countries within their curriculum.  It was also the only 
case study focussing on the impact of surfing on tourism development in a developing country.   

  



 

Endorsement by the Australian Council For International Development.  

Endorsement by the Australian Government as an international NGO with tax-free status (OAGDS). 

Partnered with 1% For the Planet.  

Launched ALF surf clothing line with locally run Balinese company.  

Welcomed 3 new directors to the board.  

 

Evaluating our activities and impact 

A Liquid Future’s programmes are designed in partnership with the local communities we work with from 
a lived, shared experience and with local partners. This means our teams, partners and the communities 
are constantly monitoring, evaluating, adapting and learning from the activities we engage in together, 
with monthly and quarterly reports on activities and finances that are available to all stakeholders. We 
ensure that different perspectives are represented and that evaluations are shared across on-site teams 
and communities, to our sponsors and the general public via reports, our website, social media and events. 
Indonesian and Australian directors work together to improve and create new programmes that build on 
learning from past activities and enable us to draw up a long-term strategic plan with milestones.   

At the end of our engagement with the Surf Conservation Partnership we evaluated the outcomes of our 

four years of activities in Morotai. We set up 12 surf clubs, one surfing association, held the first ever surf 

competition, lead on provincial and regency government in engagement to establish eight locally 

managed marine areas, collected data on the number of surfers across Morotai and created a data base, 

organised four governement workshops and engaged 12 communities, helped set up 6 local homestays.  

These actions translated to cleaner beaches, villages and surf breaks at locations where a surf club is active 

with a direct correlation between the number of surf club members and the cleanliness of the coastal 

area and village, saw a 100% increase in the number of girls surfing, the regency government built two 

surf centres and organised professional training for local surfers, Village governments and elders across 

the communities where surf clubs were established noted a change in behaviour amongst the increasing 

number of local surfers including an increase in the number of girl surfers, characterised by increasing 

responsibility to the cleanliness of the village and coastal area, pride in their village’s identity as a surf / 

tourism village, independent, pro-active actions to ensure the surf break was not threatened,  increasing 

confidence to engage with any foreign tourists as they could speak English and an increase in ideas to 

establish tourism-related initiatives and activities. These evaluations illustrate the value of our approach 

and methodology.   



 

 

We look forward to learning from these evaluations to improve and design future programmes.  

 

Governing body report – do this.  

2022 was a year of growth and paths new for A Liquid Future.   

In Australia the back-end work carried out by ALF’s dedicated Australia team during 2020 and 2021 came 
to fruition with ALF Australia being endorsed by the Australian Council for International Development and 
receiving our much anticipated Overseas Aid Gift Deduction Scheme (tax-free endorsement) status from 
the Australian Government. We are thrilled to be a part of Australia’s International NGO community 
contributing to a just, fair and peaceful world.   

We welcomed new members and directors to the Board of A Liquid Future Australia. Their input and 
diverse range of expertises have enabled us to draw up a three year strategic plan and engage with new 
partners. We are very grateful for their support and guidance, which has been vital during this period of 
expansion.   

The support we have received from volunteers in Australia to help us with our growth has been 
heartwarming, the highlight being a fundraising event in Exmouth, Western Australia with our friends at 
Froth Brewery. The community effort of Exmouth and of volunteers for ALF made it a very successful event 
that provided critical funding for us in the first half of the year. We would like to thank all those involved 
again. The contribution of local communities, volunteers and donations enabled ALF to navigate the 
financial challenges that COVID presented to us as a young NGO. Our ALF community is a solid, diverse 
group of passionate people ever expanding which fills us with confidence and determination.  

With COVID-19 cases decreasing, the first half of 2022 saw Indonesia reduce restrictions, funding bodies 
able to allocate grants for projects and generally a step by government and public institutions to be able 
to engage on non-COVID related humanitarian projects.  These factors enabled us to lauch an exciting new 
project – Our Future Waves Surf Resource Education – with partner the Asian Surfing Cooperative 
sponsored by the U.S Embassy, Jakarta and including two new locations for A Liquid Future, Java and 
Sumatra, in the second half of the year. ALF Australia and Indonesia teams meeting with the Asian Surfing 
Cooperative team in Bali at the Indonesian Surfing Legaue Finals was a wonderful launch to the project 
enabling us to meet many surf club leaders and members and discuss all together future plans for the 
project. We were able to employ past students as teachers in Mentawai and engaged a new Indonesian 
partner in Java to help run the project there, carrying out train the trainers workshops.  We are excited to 



 

further expand this project with the Asian Surfing Cooperative over the coming years as the newly 
launched Indonesian Surfing League evolves and surfing receives more support from the Indonesian 
government. We have engaged four member surf clubs this year and engaged 250 students through the 
start of this project.  

In Morotai the increasing support from the Regency government enabled A Liquid Future’s teams to build 
on the solid foundation  

Partnerships  

2022 marked the end of our four year collaboration with the Surf Conservation Partnership as their work 
in Morotai was completed and they withdrew their teams. It also marked the beginning of several new 
partnerships. These include: the Asian Surfing Cooperative, OceanWise Australia, Bung Hatta University 
Padang and the Swedish Surfing Association. We hope that these partnerships will enable us to bring more 
impact to the communities we serve, reach new communities and increase the science content of our 
education programmes. 
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Elizabeth Grace Murray (Director)  ……………………………….. 
 

Janiece Walker (Director)   ……………………………….. 
 

Katiuce Nedel-Martin (Treasurer) ……………………………….. 
 

Keri Algar Cocks (Director)  ……………………………….. 
 

Callum Vincent (Director)  ……………………………….. 
 

Rory Gollow (Director)   ……………………………….. 
 

Blaise Hodgson (Director)  ……………………………….. 
 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 
 
A Liquid Future LTD  
 
ABN: 98635385714 
 
Directors’ Declaration       
  
The directors of the entity declare that: 
 

1. The financial statements and notes are in accordance with the Australian Charities and Not-for-
profits Commission Act 2012, and: 

 

(a) Comply with Australian Accounting Standards; and 

 

(b) Give a true and fair view of the finaical position as of 31st December 2022 and of the 
performance of the organisation for the year ended on that date.  

 

   

This declaration is made in accordance with a resolution of the Board of Directors.   
 

 

Director …………………………………….  Director …………………………………….. 
 

 

Date       Date 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

27 July 2023 27 July 2023



 

 

 

 

A Liquid Future LTD 
 

ABN 98635385714 
 

FINANCIAL REPORT – 2022 
 

A Liquid Future achieved a surplus of $776 for its 2022 financial year (2021- $5,889). 
 

Income 
A Liquid Future’s 2022 revenue of $72,071 is very slightly lower than last year’s revenue of $86,637. This 
is a result of the end of our collaboration with the Surf Conservation Partnership and the delay of 2 years 
of the endorsement of our tax-free status from DFAT due to COVID. 
 

Expenses 
During 2022, A Liquid Future spent $68,341 (vs FY2021- $78,591) on its programs in Morotai and Mentawai 
in Indonesia. Administration and marketing costs of $3,039 for 2022 were significantly lower than 2021 
($13,935) due to the termination of our collaboration with the Surf Conservation Partnership. 
 

Reserves 
A Liquid Future’s total reserves increased to $1,489 at 31/3/22 (31/3/21 $713).  
 




































